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This document provides information for the DTrade2 v2.6 release that incorporate changes to USML Categories VIII, XVII, XIX, and XXI.

Overview of DTrade2 v2.6 Changes

The DTrade2 v2.6 release contains the USML Category VIII, SVII, XIX, and XXI updated defined in FRN 78 FR 22740. These USML changes are implemented in the DSP Forms and the Common Schema used to apply for licenses at the Department of State.

Please contact the DTRADE Help Desk at 202-663-2838 or via email at dtradehelpdesk@state.gov for questions about the USML updates.

Form Changes

DSP-5, 6, 62, 63, 73, 74 Changes

The DTrade2 DSP forms display key words for USML Categories and Subcategories. Pop-up windows provide detailed definitions for subcategories that have changed or are new with the USML update. Reserved categories are not available for selection. This update results in form version changes from 6.0 to 7.1.

The DTrade2 DSP Forms no longer display the commodity code as a separate drop-down item. The commodity code is no longer being used.

Schema Changes

The Common Schema used to submit DTrade2 cases directly via industry users’ local software is updated to include Category XIX. The new version of the Common Schema is v7.0.

The schemas used to submit amendments (DSP 6, 62, and 74) directly via industry users’ local software are updated to include Category XIX. The new versions of the amendments are v7.0.
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